
Special Terms and Conditions of Purchase of ageLOCTM TR90 ® V Kit during 

Pre-Sale Period    

(applicable to Hong Kong Distributors) 

 

1. During the pre-sale period, upon purchase of every ageLOCTM TR90® V Kit (which includes 1 

unit of ageLOC™TR90 ® product (“TR90 Kit”) and 3 units of ageLOC™R² product (“R²”) 

(collectively, “V Kit”), Distributors are entitled to receive 2 boxes of complimentary 

ageLOCTM TR90 ® Trimshake product（“Trimshake”）.      

2. The complimentary Trimshake is non-returnable, non-refundable and does not contain PSV.  

3. You can order V Kit online or by fax, telephone or visiting Nu Skin Plaza in Causeway Bay and 

Nu Skin Enterprises Mongkok Distribution Center, Hong Kong, but it is not applicable to ARO 

order.  

4. If you order your V Kit online, the products you have ordered and the complimentary 

Trimshake cannot be collected by you but will be delivered by the Company to the address 

in Hong Kong you provide during your order. If you order your V Kit by other methods other 

than online, you can choose to have the products and the complimentary Trimshake 

delivered to your address in Hong Kong or to collect them at Nu Skin Plaza in Causeway Bay 

or Nu Skin Enterprises Mongkok Distribution Center, Hong Kong. 

5. You may return the entire V Kit or only TR90 Kit or R² products within the V Kit if they are 

unopened and resalable. In such case, 2 boxes of complimentary Trimshake must also be 

returned and must be unopened and resalable. If the 2 boxes of complimentary Trimshake 

are not returned or cannot be returned in its original status because they have been opened, 

used, damaged, lost or otherwise, you must pay to the Company HK$720 (or subject to the 

price published by the Company) for each box of Trimshake. Please note individual products 

within TR90 Kit and R² are non-returnable and non-refundable. Other terms and 

conditions in relation to product refunds and exchanges shall be governed by and construed 

in accordance with the Policies and Procedures of the Company.  

6. In case of any inconsistency of the above special terms and conditions and the Policies and 

Procedures of Nu Skin Hong Kong/Macau, the above special terms and conditions shall 

prevail.  

7. Nu Skin Enterprises Hong Kong, LLC reserves the right to make changes of the above terms 

and conditions. Please visit the website of Nu Skin Hong Kong for the latest information.  

8. Nu Skin Enterprises Hong Kong, LLC reserves the rights of final interpretation and decision of 

the above terms and conditions. 


